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ABSTRACT
Media Access Control (Mac) Address is 48-bit address which is permanently assigned to a
network interface card (NIC) or wireless cards. This address is assigned by the
manufacturer itself. Every host on a network has a mac address which helps those devices
to communicate with other devices at layer-2 (Datalink Layer) of OSI- Model on the other
hand IP address is a network address which allows a device to communicate with others
on layer-3 of OSI- Model (Network Layer) on a network. A Mac Address is also named as
physical address of an Interface.
Mac Address Spoofing is an activity which is performed to change the Mac Address of a
machine. It may be done by authorised or unauthorised persons to access the network or
resources. These kind of activities are performed by hackers also who changes the mac
address of their pc/ laptop so that their machine can be treated as the authorised machine
in that network.(Cardenas, 2003)(MAC address spoofing, 2012)
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Mac Address
Mac Address is a unique hardware address assigned to a network interface by the
manufacturer. This is unique for every network interface. A Network interface can be a
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Network Interface Card (NIC) for wired network or it can be a wireless adaptor. There
are various companies who manufactures network Interfaces and they burn in a unique
hardware address in every network interface. This address uniquely identifies a
network interface.(Mitchell, 2015)

Mac Address Format
Mac Address is a 48-bit address represented in hexadecimal. First 24–bits represent the
company specific code which is assigned by IEEE to every manufacturing company. For
example, 00:13:10 is the code (Organisational Unique Identifier) associated with
Linksys. There can be more than one codes associated with a single company also. And
the next 24-bits represent the interface specific number for every single network
interface/adaptor.(MAC address/vendor lookup and search, n.d.)
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In the above figure, it shows the Physical address/ Mac address of the Wi-Fi adaptor of
my laptop. Which is D8-5D-E2-DA-0D-1D. First 24-bits D8-5D-E2 is the Organisation’s
unique identifier and this code is assigned to Hon Hai Precision Ind. Co., Ltd. which is a
Taiwan based company. Rest of the bits DA-0D-1D are the interface specific.
By the advancements in technologies there are some upgradations done in Mac Address
format also. Now 64-bit Mac Address is also used now a days with the development of
IPv6.(Khanna, 2016)
How to find Mac Address of a network interface of a PC / Laptop?
Every device which is connected to the network has a network interface with uniquely
identified physical address/ mac address. To find the mac address of network interfaces
in a pc or a laptop I used “ipconfig /all” command.
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In the above figure, it shows the configurations of all the interfaces. The command used
to show the configuration of the network interfaces is “ipconfig /all”. When we enter
after typing this command prompt will show the current IP configuration along with the
physical addresses / mac address of the particular interfaces.

In the above figure, there is another command used which is particularly used to
retrieve the Mac Address of all the interfaces present on the Machine.
Under “Wireless adapter Wi-Fi” It shows the IP configuration of the wireless adapter of
my laptop along with the Mac Address/ Physical Address of the interface. The Physical
Address of the interface is D8-5D-E2-DA-0D-1D.
Under “Ethernet adapter Ethernet” It shows the configuration of the Network Interface
Card. But it does not show any IP Configuration because it is not connected to any
network. Instead it shows the Mac Address of the interface which is 58-20-B1-3E-5B-45.
Mac Address Spoofing
Mac Address Spoofing is the technique of changing the mac address of the particular
network interface of a device for getting in to the network. This can be done for legal
purpose or it can be done for any kind of malicious activity. In detail, we can say that to
access a particular network which is only available to the authorised or registered
clients, we have to change the Mac Address of our machine. This is called Mac Address
Spoofing. Spoofed Mac Address can be randomly generated by the attacker or it can be a
pre assigned address used by some other authorised machine. The new Mac address is
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named as the Spoofed Mac Address which is one of the authorised mac addresses in the
network. Now, to get the list of the authorised Mac Addresses in a network there are
various tools available like Nmap, Emco Mac Address Scanner, Advanced IP Scanner,
Cain, Ethereal, Wireshark and there are many more. For Hackers, Mac Spoofing is the
basic step to execute an attack on a network or on machines. Hackers usually steal data
packets from the ongoing transmissions when they get in to the network with the help
of spoofed mac address. Attackers use spoofed mac address to connect to the other
client machines in the network as an authorised machine and the clients respond to the
requests of the machines as they see that the requesting machine with the particular
spoofed address is the authorised machine.
There are various methods/tools for Mac Address Spoofing in different operating
systems. Changing a Mac Address is not illegal that is why all the operating systems
support Mac Address Spoofing but this gives a platform to attackers to use this feature
in the malicious way for their own benefits.(Cardenas, 2003)(RaymondCCBlog, n.d.)

Mac Address Scanner tools
There are various tools available which can provide us the information regarding each
machine which is connected to the network. These tools provide us all the information
regarding Mac Address, IP address etc. about a particular machine.

1. Emco Mac Address Scanner
In the figure below, this tool scans the whole network and retrieves all the nodes
connected to the network. As in this, figure there are two nodes represented as
192.168.56.1 with Mac Address 0A-00-27-00-00-00 and 192.168.1.7 with Mac Address
AC-B5-7D-34-93-61. The machine with the IP address 192.168.56.1 is the virtual
machine created in Oracle Virtual Box and the machine with IP address 192.168.1.7 is
another machine which is connected to the home network. This is one of the common
tools used for capturing the list of Mac Addresses of the machines connected to the
network.
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When we get a complete list of Mac addresses of the machines present on the network,
then we can easily change Mac Address of our machine to get in to the authorised
network.

2. Cain & Abel
Cain & Abel is a network monitoring tool which can be used for getting the list of all the
devices which are connected to the network. It provides us the list of all the nodes
connected to the network with their IP Addresses along with their Mac Addresses. In
the figure below, it represents the list of nodes present on the network. The machine
with 192.168.1.1 IP address is the gateway or the Modem in our home network. The
machine with 192.168.1.7 IP address is the client machine which accesses the network
and is currently connected to the network. We can see in this given figure that Cain &
Abel can provide us the information of a machine like IP address, MAC address and Host
name.
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3. Nmap
Nmap is a network monitoring utility tool used by network administrators and
Attackers to get list of all the nodes attached to the network. This tool can provide us the
Mac Address of the machines and information regarding the Operating System of the
machines in the network. This tool can also be used to monitor the Mac Address
Spoofing. (Nmap 7 Release Notes, 2015) (Cane, 2013)
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There are many more tools which can be used to capture the information regarding the
machines which are connected to the network.

Why Mac Spoofing is needed?
Mac Spoofing is not illegal activity because there are some cases when it is needed to
access some kind of services which are provided by the ISPs. But in most of the cases
Hackers may use this feature for illegal purpose for their own benefits. There are some
scenarios where Mac Spoofing is needed. These scenarios are discussed below:The journal is a scholarly peer reviewed and refereed publication and is a publisher member of PILA Inc., USA, (CrossRef).
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Scenario 1 (Legitimate Use of Mac Spoofing)
ISP decides to issue new modems to its customers which are more secure than the older
one. And the old modems were registered with the ISP that means their Mac Address
was mapped to the public IP Addresses assigned to the customer. While installation, the
New Modem does not connect to the internet. In this case either ISP should map the
new Mac Address of the new modem to the Public IP Address of the customer or the
customer should change the Mac Address of the new modem to the Mac Address of the
old Modem. This is called Mac Spoofing which is done for the legitimate purpose. In
other words, we can say that we have changed our new modems’ identity to the older
one. To change Mac address of a modem access to the admin panel is needed.
Instructions are always given to access admin panel of a modem. By following
instructions, we can easily change the settings of a modem. We can change DNS settings,
DHCP Server Settings, Mac Address Filtering, Mac Address Changing, Admin Panel
Username and Password settings etc. In the figure below, it shows an example how we
can change Mac Address of a modem.
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Scenario 2 (Legitimate Use of Mac Spoofing)
Secure web servers have the ability to block devices by using there Mac Addresses. This
type of situation occurs when an authorised user wants to access a web server but
he/she forgets his/her login credentials, and after a certain number of attempts the
Web Server blocks that Computer. This is usually done by recording Mac Address of that
Computer in the blocked list of the Web Server. After that whenever that computer is
used to login, Web server checks its block list and blocks it all the times. To overcome
this kind of situations, User must change Mac Address of their computer to access that
particular Web Server.

Scenario 3 (Illegitimate Use of Mac Spoofing)
In a Proxy monitored local Area Network, when Network Administrator finds some
malicious activities from a particular machine. Then He/ She blocks Mac Address of that
machine. After that machine cannot access the internet. To breach these kind of
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securities users can change Mac Address of their machine to access the Internet again
without even getting noticed by the Network Administrator. Some of the proxy
packages available are Squid Proxy, CProxy, and Wingate Proxy. These are some of the
proxy packages which are available for the Network administrators. To prevent this
kind of malicious activities of Mac Spoofing a Network Administrator can use Mac
filtering for providing Internet Access to only authorised Machines.
Figure below: Mac Address Block in Squid Proxy
acl badmac arp 00:16:17:4C:AA:50
http_access deny badmac
This is the command, which can be used to block a particular Mac Address

00:16:17:4C: AA: 50 in a squid proxy.

Scenario 4 (Illegitimate Use of Mac Spoofing)
An attacker can use Mac Spoofing to get access of the network depending upon the level
of security. In some cases attacker can use an authorised Mac Address of some other
authorised machine to get access of the network. After getting access of the network
attacker can harm devices attached to the network. An attacker can sniff confidential
information from the network and can use that information to harm an organisation in
many possible ways. Changing a devices’ Mac Address is not a difficult task for a normal
computer user.
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There are various steps in changing Mac Address of a machine. Changing of Mac Address
is different in different Operating Systems. I have taken an example of Windows 8.1 as it
is my own machine.

First step is to check the Mac Address of the Machine by typing the command “getmac”.
This command lists all the Interfaces of the machine with their Mac Addresses.

I am going to change the Mac Address of the network Interface with Mac Address 58-20B1-3E-5B-45. This is a Network Interface Card with RJ 45 connector.
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Second step is to change the Mac Address of the Network Adaptor by following various

steps.

Network Address here means the Mac Address of the particular Network Interface. To
change Mac Address of a network interface click on value and enter custom value. I have
entered 12:34:56:78:90:00. Now to check whether the Mac Address changed or not type
“getmac” command in command prompt. In the figure below, we can see that Mac
Address of the network Interface has been changed.
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This is how we can change Mac Address of our machine to get into the network access.
And the Mac Address which I have assigned to the network interface is called Spoofed
Mac Address. If we want to revert back to the default Mac Address then we can click on
“Not Present” which is a default configured Mac Address of the Network Interface Card.
I have discussed various scenarios of Mac Address Spoofing in this report. Legitimate
use can be done to unlock access to the network. On the other hand, illegitimate use of
Mac Address Spoofing is done by some unauthorised persons / attackers. Attackers can
use this technique to get access to the authorised network. Attackers can use this
technique to sniff information from the network for their own benefits. To prevent
these kind of problems there are various countermeasures which can prevent Mac
Address Spoofing.
Counter measures
As we all know that a network is a backbone of every industry now a days. Every
company either small scale or large scale is using network and computers for its daily
work. Without a network we cannot think of a good business. As network provides a
great way to share information and resources in a company environment. With the
advancements of technology there are various new technologies are used to design a
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network. With the advancements in technology threat levels of information loss is also
increasing. Because attackers can use their knowledge to sniff, destroy and manipulate
the sensitive information. Attackers can use various techniques for malicious activities.
Here are some of techniques which are used by attackers like Mac Address Spoofing,
Denial of Services, and Sniffing etcetera. Mac Address Spoofing is one of the basic
activity that is used by the attacker to launch an attack in a network to do some kind of
malicious activity. For network security we need to prevent Mac Address Spoofing.
There are various ways to prevent Mac Address Spoofing like to avoid Mac Address
Spoofing using network security tools like Firewall etc., Detect Mac Address Spoofing in
the network using various techniques like RARP, Hardening the network security using
Mac Filtering along with the higher level of encryption like WPA2 security while
configuring. (Detecting and Preventing MAC Spoofing, n.d.)

Tools to detect Mac Address Spoofing in the network
There are various tools to detect Mac Address Spoofing in a network. A Network
Administrator has the responsibility of detecting Mac Address Spoofing in a network.
Here is the list of tools and techniques to which are used by a Network Administrator.

RARP (Reverse Address Resolution Protocol)
First and the basic technique of detecting Mac Address Spoofing is to run RARP
(Reverse Address Resolution Protocol) against the suspected MAC Address. As
RARP is a protocol through which a Mac Address is inspected for its IP Address.

Cain & Abel
Cain & Abel is a tool which finds the information regarding all the nodes connected to
the network. The information includes IP Address, MAC Address, and Hostname. By
using this tool we can easily detect that which machines are using same Mac Address
(Mac Address Spoofing). This also shows the IP Addresses associated with the Mac
Address. If it shows two IP addresses associated with the single Mac Address then it
needs to be prevented.
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Also there are various other tools to detect the Mac Address Spoofing. But there
working is different from these tools and techniques.
`
Tools for prevention of Mac Address Spoofing in the Network
There are various tools (Hardware & Software) available to prevent Mac Address
Spoofing in the network. Tools available to prevent Mac Address Spoofing.

Mac Locking
Mac Locking is the technique to bind Mac Address of a machine to a particular port of
the Switch. Whenever an intruder tries to spoof a Mac Address the switch does not
allow that machine to communicate with the rest of the network. Because switch does
not have any information of that spoofed address for particular port to which that
spoofed machine is attached.
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Firewalls with Anti Mac Spoofing Ability
There are some firewalls also which offers Anti Mac Spoof ability. One of them is Sygate
firewall. This is a Graphical User Interface application with the ability of Anti Mac
Spoofing.

In figure above there is an option of Anti Mac Spoofing which does not allow intruder to
change the Mac Address of their machine in the network.
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Mac Filtering
Mac Filtering is the process of making an access list of Mac Addresses to which the
access should be given in a router or a Wireless Access Point. This is one of the security
measures to deny unauthorised access to the network. Mac filtering can be used in
combination with the WPA2 wireless security. In the figure below, Access list of Mac
Addresses is made and access of the internet is only allowed to the Mac Address which
are there in the access list. (bwilds, 2006)

Conclusion
Mac Address Spoofing is a legal activity which can also be used by some intruders /
attackers. Mac Address Spoofing can be done in almost all the operating systems very
easily. Mac Address Spoofing is basic activity which can be used to launch a big attack
on the network. Intruders may use this to get access of the network which is secure.
Intruders can use this to gain access of the information from the network. Attacker can
use that information in the malicious way. In this report, I have discussed about various
tools which are used to detect Mac Address Spoofing in the network. To secure a
network from Mac Address Spoofing a Network Administrator uses various tools to
detect it. Tools used in this report are Cain & Abel, Nmap and Emco Mac Address
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Scanner. Apart from the detection of Mac Address Spoofing, I have also discussed
various tools and techniques to prevent Mac Spoofing in a network. These are Firewalls
with Anti Mac Spoof, Mac Locking, and Mac Filtering with WPA2 wireless security. This
report will help to learn more about the Mac Address, Mac Address Spoofing, Tools used
for securing network from Mac Address Spoofing. (Mrs. Hatkar Archana A, 2012)
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